
Janda, Donna

From: Janda, Donna
Sent: Tuesday, June 16, 2009 5:16 PM
To: Taylor, Torre
Subject: Re: comments from shieldalloy

Thanks Torre. I'll take a look at the comments tomorrow.
Sent via blackberry device

From: Taylor, Torre
To: Janda, Donna

Subject: comments from shieldalloy

Did I send you the comments from Shieldalloy? Jack Hayes sent them to me; here is the comment sent from Carol Gallagher - in ADM
who works on this stuff. I've attached them, Jim Lieberman's, and OAS. These comments are not official yet - being processed through,
ADM and into regulations.gov. ADM will let me know when I can share them with NJ - we'll need to discuss some of them with NJ to
adequately address the comment in the comment resolution. Word has it that we are getting 2 more comments in - members of the
public- haven't seen those yet.

Duncan and I were discussing schedules ...... I've attached my current draft schedule - you can see the critical times there. I'm
getting the information into the periodics for Marty and Charlie - when they meet with Commissioners - so they'll know there is a short
time frame and when we need Commission direction by. I should talk with you about the final steps for the Region once we have the
SRM - I'm a little nervous about the time period there but it may not be an issue.

I do need to talk with you about some things for the SECY paper that Duncan said Michelle Beardsley can probably help you with - I
wanted to outline those yet and talk with you about them - related to outstanding enforcement, 01 investigations, allegations, etc. - the
standard paragraphs. We're starting to draft the paper now with placeholders.

Hopefully, we can talk tomorrow or Thursday?
Torre
torre, taylor@nrc. gov
301-415-7900


